Prediction of coumarin and ethyl vanillin in pure vanilla extracts using MID-FTIR spectroscopy and chemometrics.
Fourier transform mid-infrared (MID-FTIR) spectroscopy coupled with chemometric analysis was used to identify and quantify coumarin (CMR) and ethyl vanillin (EVA) adulterations in pure vanilla extracts. Forty samples adulterated with CMR (0.25-10 ppm) and forty with EVA (0.25-10%) were prepared from pure vanilla extracts and characterized by MID-FTIR spectroscopy to develop chemometric models. Additionally, six commercial vanilla samples were analyzed. A soft independent modeling of class analogy (SIMCA) model was developed to identify and classify the purity from EVA-adulterated or CMR-adulterated samples. Prediction models for CMR or EVA content were developed using the principal component regression (PCR), partial least squares with single y-variables (PLS1), and with multiple y-variables (PLS2) algorithms. Moreover, the predictions of the best quantification chemometric model were compared with the results of a high-performance liquid chromatography-diode array detector (HPLC-DAD) method to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction. The PLS1 algorithm had better performance using 3 and 8 factors for EVA and CMR, respectively. The SIMCA model showed 100% recognition and rejections rates. The results demonstrate that adulteration of pure vanilla with EVA and CMR could be successfully predicted by the developed technique.